Engine Accessories

Valve Cover Breathers: SO-CAL carries four styles of breather: Three cast aluminum Mooneyes breathers and a new chromed steel SO-CAL breather. The Mooneyes breathers have a foam insert that can be removed for cleaning and oil addition.
(A) #005-MP1700 Hiboy: $38.00 ea.
(B) #005-MP1700LNB Low boy: $36.00 ea.
(C) #005-MP1800 90-Degree: $38.00 ea.
(D) #001-41011 SO-CAL breather w/grommet: $10.95 ea.

SO-CAL Chevy Chrome Valve Covers: Stamped and chrome plated steel. They come complete with grommets.
(A) #001-41002 SO-CAL SB Chevy tall: $45.95 pr.
(B) #001-41003 SO-CAL BB Chevy tall: $49.95 pr.

Valve Cover Gaskets: These valve cover gaskets are a combination of rubber with metal inserts and are therefore reusable. They’re a perfect addition to our valve covers and adapters.
#001-42101 SB Chevy valve cover gaskets: $15.00 pr.
#001-42102 BB Chevy valve cover gaskets: $15.00 pr.

SO-CAL Valve Cover Adapters: Machined in-house on SO-CAL’s CNC mill, these small-block Chevy valve cover adapters can be used to adapt old perimeter-bolt valve covers to late-model, center-bolt heads for that traditional look. They come complete with all hardware, O-rings, etc.
#001-41010 SO-CAL valve cover adapters: $139.99 pr.